Abstract. The runtime is dynamicly change under cloud environment, which lead to the detection domain varies durning time. The real-time performance of detection on visual machines in detection domain will be influenced by the efficiency of partitioning detection domains. This paper present a detection domain partition algorithm based on the optimized k-medoids clustering, which improved k-medoids clustering algorithm in initial medoids selection and medoids replacement strategy during the iterative procedure, improved the partition efficiency of detection domain and the real-time performance of anomaly detection.
Introduction
Cloud computing technology is the result of a variety of technology integration and development, and represents the future direction of computing services. Currently virtualization technology, especially the host virtualization technology in the cloud data center has been widely used. Detecting an abnormality is detected facing entities in a cloud environment (including traditional hardware servers, large-scale user virtual machine, user applications, virtual machine monitor, etc.) compared with large-scale in the traditional IT architecture, diversity and complexity and so on. So in order to protect the stability of the cloud data center for reliable operation, a need for a timely detection and effective recognition of large-scale cloud environment, the diversity of the abnormal state entities anomaly detection system [1] .
Anomaly Detection Policy
Anomaly detection policy This article looks at a complete anomaly detection system, its main purpose is to ensure detection performance anomaly detection system for virtual machines cloud platform. Anomaly detection system and its performance is good or bad performance anomaly detection methods used are closely related. In addition, information on the state of the object to be detected effectively collect, and reliable operation and anomaly detection component for detecting abnormal transaction processing capability is a good basis to ensure that important anomaly detection system performance [2, 3, 4, 5] . Therefore, the proposed anomaly detection policy, in addition to the abnormality detecting method includes, but also contains content deployment is optimized detection object state information collection and anomaly detection components.
Next, briefly described anomaly detection methods and strategies used in this article anomaly detection. In a cloud environment anomaly detection system for the performance of the virtual machine, in order to avoid interference with the operating environment of the anomaly detection caused by different virtual machines, we need to use the context of anomaly detection methods. The most common method is to detect the context of the original context of anomaly detection problem reduces to the point anomaly detection problem (point anomaly detection problem) for processing [6] .
Specific to this article, taking into account the fact that: the system performance values that have similar operating environment vector virtual machine is similar. Firstly, according to the similarity of the operating environment of the virtual machine vector classification, then classification to establish an independent detection region for each virtual machine, the simplified context for each detected anomaly detection problem domain anomaly detection problem for the point of the virtual machine, and Fig.1 herein described specific workflow anomaly detection methods. Effectively dividing the detection region is a prerequisite for the smooth implementation of anomaly detection methods described herein is. While in the virtual machine for each domain were detected anomaly detection point, this article will use anomaly detection based on virtual machine incremental SOM ( Self-Organizing Maps ) technology. 
Anomaly Detection Policy Workflow
Run under the proposed context-aware cloud platform virtual machine Anomaly Detection specific workflow policy shown in Fig. 2 .
To ensure reliability and scalability anomaly detection system, this paper introduces the Anomaly Detection policy to detect virtual machines as Anomaly Detection node, which defined as follows:
Definition: The detection of virtual machine (DVM). Detecting virtual machine is a dedicated virtual machine is created Anomaly Detection, the virtual machine is deployed corresponding Anomaly Detection program, and as an Anomaly Detection nodes. Detect the virtual machine's resources (ie the detection object size) according to the detected size of the load dynamic configuration tasks.
Taking into account the virtual machine with rapidly deployable, easy mobility and isolation characteristics, the use of virtual machines as detecting Anomaly Detection node, you can improve the reliability and scalability of the detection system. Using a dedicated server to deploy the virtual machine detection, Anomaly Detection can avoid the impact on the performance of the user running the virtual machine. Fig.2 Anomaly Detection Policy mainly involves five main modules and their functions are described below. 
Monitoring Agent Module
The module uses the open-source development libraries libvirt, collect virtual machine operating environment vector (RE) and virtual machine system performance vector (ss). The virtual machine operating environment is sent to the vector detection domain partitioning module. Depending on the topology of the virtual machine detection domain status information collection network of field testing should detect virtual machine sends the virtual machine system performance vector.
Detection Domain Partitioning Module
The module according to the operating environment (RE) similarity of the virtual machine to classify (ie detection domain partition), and contextual anomaly detection problem simplifies to the point of each point anomaly detection problem, to eliminate interference between different virtual machine operating environment brought on Anomaly Detection, improve the detection accuracy and reduce false alarm rate. However, in a cloud environment, due to the dynamic migration and dynamic load changes lead to the virtual machine operating environment over time is dynamic, and virtual machines cloud data center deployment and revocation of randomness, which requires the detection field division as often adjustment. In order to improve the timeliness and adaptability in a dynamic environment under the above Anomaly Detection system, this paper based on improved clustering algorithm k-medoids detection domain into mechanisms for this module for checking field division. In this mechanism to replace the traditional k-medoids clustering algorithm to initialize center and center select two Policy were improved, and the use of clustering method for dynamically adjusting.
Virtual Machine Status Information (Virtual Machine System Performance) Acquisition Network Building Module
The complete optimization of each detection module within the virtual machine state information collection network constructed. This paper presents the state of the art detection information collection network to dynamically build a mechanism for the module. The specific resource usage information collection mechanism to take into account the state of network scalability and collection efficiency as the goal, based on the detection field is detected nodes and anomaly detection node (ie, virtual machines and virtual machine detection) dynamically build between them optimization of state information collection network. At the same time change detection for dynamic domain, the mechanism also uses dynamic topology adjustment algorithm to improve the adaptability state information collection network.
Detecting Virtual Machine Deployment Module
This module is responsible for completing the deployment of optimization within each detector to detect virtual machine. Because detected virtual machine server resources are limited, and deployed on the same host multiple virtual machines to share the competition detection using host resources, which will certainly affect the detection of virtual machine performance. Existing virtual machine deployment technology does not consider this factor. Performance testing to ensure that the virtual machine is reliable anomaly detection system, the key to ensure stable operation. The proposed deployment of technology to fully consider the factors that influence the use of resources and sharing of resources, competition server to detect virtual machine performance in two aspects, to ensure the deployment process balanced premise load balancing and server resources between servers to use, taking into account the whole anomaly detection system optimized transaction processing capabilities.
Anomaly Detection Module
This module is responsible for detecting abnormality is detected within a virtual machine. In this paper, based on incremental SOM (Self-Organizing Maps) dynamically adaptive virtual machine anomaly detection mechanism for anomaly detection module. The mechanism based on incremental SOM testing within the virtual machine state unified modeling approach avoids modeled separately for each virtual machine overhead and improve the Anomaly Detection system of large-scale cloud environment virtual machines Anomaly Detection when scalability, while addressing timely access SOM network training data problem; using SOM network training process optimization, reducing the SOM network training time required to improve the anomaly detection system in high dynamic environment, real-time cloud and adaptive capacity; dynamic adjustment mechanism SOM network, the dynamic changes in order to improve the detection of Anomaly Detection system domain adaptive capacity.
Summary
In this paper, improved k-medoids clustering detection domain partitioning algorithm based on k-medoids by clustering algorithm replacement policy in the initial selection and the center of the center of two areas to improve, improve the quality inspection division domain (guaranteed detection field the Anomaly Detection quality) and division velocity (improve real-time Anomaly Detection system). By introducing dynamic adjustment mechanism, shortening the average adjustment is the object detected dynamic changes occur (ie, virtual machine operating environment changes or a new virtual machine is added) when it detects a time domain to enhance the adaptive capacity of Anomaly Detection systems. The detection mechanism in the field is divided with a highly dynamic cloud environment based on the effective implementation of the virtual machine system performance anomaly detection provides the necessary foundation.
